SI model is the infectious disease model and some studies have been done based on it, such as knowledge diffusion [1] , the process of study atmosphere [2] . So far, no scholar has done any quantitative analysis to the quality safety information diffusing process. Based on the similarity between the SI model system structure and the process of quality and safety information diffusing model, this paper builds up quality and 
A. Infectiousness
The excreted infectious "pathogens" will infect the new vulnerable people in a certain way.
When people obtain and understand the quality safety information, they will spread the information to information-unknown people by contacts or Internet, which shows the feature of infectiousness. And the transmission intensity is related to interpersonal relations, networking influences and other factors.
B. Epidemicity
If no prevention or any control measures of epidemic diseases are taken, there will be severe consequences within a certain period of time.
The quality safety information diffusion has the epidemicity. In a certain area or a certain period of time, once the information appears, it will spread rapidly and then cause panic or even more serious consequences.
C. Re-infectiousness
Patients who have recovered from some infectious diseases like colds, diarrhea or other disease have low immunity. We can assume these people are immunity-free. So patients could recover, while the healthy could get re-infected. In the process of the information diffusion, some people turn into information spreaders from information unknowns. If another quality safety information event breaks out, they will become spreaders again.
As can be seen from the above, the diffusion of quality safety information has much in common with the spreading process of infectious diseases. Therefore, it is feasible to investigate the diffusion of quality safety information based on the spreading process of infectious disease.
III.
MODELING
A. Model assumption (1) Taking no consideration of group dynamics factors such as birth, death and migration, that is, making the number of total population  to be fixed. And its value remains at a constant   (2) Assuming that the population is divided into two groups:  (Information unknowns), (Information spreaders).is the proportion of those information unknowns in the total population, which means those people are still not influenced, but will potentially accept some information at time . is the proportion of spreaders in the total population, which means the people who know the safe quality information and will diffuse them. monotonically decrease, eventually tends to a small value as →∞.monotonically increase at first, then monotonically decrease after the peak, finally approaches zero with increasing .
B. Simulating the diffusing process of quality safety information with different public attentions
The 2010 Survey of the senses of security in China includes: social security safety, food safety, traffic safety, environmental security and so on. Results of the survey show that public concern of food quality safety is the highest with 72%. The attention to quality of medical care takes up 55%, and environmental quality safety reaches at 39% [3] . According to different attentions and specific cases, the three modes of College [4] . Assuming  persons know this incident at first, the population of Kunming is Environmental security issue is of less public concerns. These incidents belong to local events.
The pollution of double benzene by Petro China of Jilin Province in 2005 is taken for example [5] .
Assuming: 4 persons know this incident at first. 
